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Comprehensive Information Gathering System (CIGS)
Register Once and for All!

Before CIGS
Customers shall go through KYC process each time they demand any financial services.

After CIGS
Customer’s information is only collected once and is available to all financial market service providers.

Main characteristics
Data Collection
No extra document
Provide further services in financial market

Information required to conduct KYC
Identity Information
Contact Information
Financial Information
What’s new about CIGS?

Fully Electronic Identity Authentication Process

Previously
Customers needed to verify their identities in-person by referring to select branches of commercial banks, brokerage firms or government service offices.

Now
Customers can have their identities verified online.

Online Identity Authentication Process
Customer is to take an appropriate selfie to have one’s face verified by the Registry Office database
Customer is to read a sentence provided by the system for digital identity verification
Integrated Capital Market Stakeholders Portal (DDN)

**Services Provided**

- **Investor's Electronic Portal (DARA)**
  Providing Electronic Services to Legal & Personal Entities
- **Issuers Electronic Portal (DANA)**
  Providing Electronic Services to Issuers
- **Capital Market Regulators & Supervisory Bodies Electronic Portal (NAZER)**
  Providing Electronic Services to Capital Market Entities
Integrated Portal of Electronic General Meetings (DIMA)
A Revolutionary Milestone for Corporate Governance Reinforcement

Benefits

- Reduce time and cost
- Remove time and place restrictions
- Increase shareholders participation
- Access to reports and documents
- Communication between investors and representatives
- Presence of international shareholders
- Simultaneous attendance at several general meetings
- High transparency and easy monitoring
Features

• Hybrid and electronic e-voting system
• Automated and intelligent reporting
• Web-based intra-communication with other systems
• Benefiting CSDI’s e-KYC infrastructure
• Holding specialized panels for shareholders, issuers, regulator, and the Board of Directors
• Possibility of attending several meetings simultaneously
• Proxy appointment
• Uploading and viewing the agenda, presentation slides, and GM documents

• Being able to exchange views among stakeholders in the forum, monitor content
• Watching the GM live
• Having a Q&A session with company representatives before and during the meeting
• Confidential and secure e-voting
• Viewing the results online, instantly
• Being able to create and view GM notices
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